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Roundtable on Securitvholder Nominations of Directors
Dear Alan:
Thanks for the opportunity to testify at your Roundtable hearings last week, and pardon
me if I inflict one more opinion on you, but the attached column is in essence my testimony last
week, cleaned up slightly. Put as simply as possible, I believe that proposed Rule 14a-11 lives or
dies on a "procedure versus substance" distinction. In this light, your proposed alternative
condition (that the issuer have failed to implement a shareholder-passed proposal) sounds
dangerously substantive (as well as complicated). Indeed, you might be well advised to consider
simplifying your triggering conditions to some simple nominating petition requirement (which
again sounds more procedural in character). Feel free to ignore this gratuitous advice, but you
did drive me to put my views down on paper.
Yours

Gc$.

John C. Coffee, Jr.
Adolf A. Berle Professor of Law
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Federakm and the SEC'S

P

roposed Securitiesand Exchange Commission
QEC) Rule 14a-11, whkh would allow share
holders of publidy held companies to n o d
nate a limited number of directors under
certain special conditions and place these nominations directly on the corporation's own proxy statement, represents the most controversial and
important proposal to emanate from the SEC in over
a decade.'
At best, it could resurrect the faint, wiU-0'-thewisp
hopes for 'shareholder democracy"; at a minimum,
it should enhance the leverage of institutional
investors in their negotiations with managements.
Precisely for this reason, the SEC has been repeatedly told by corporate IoyaUsts, including most bar
associations, that its proposal will produce 'balkanized"boards, %pedal interest" directors and point- less controversy and waste. Predictabiy, the SEC will
not be much impressed by such fulsome rhetoric and
will adopt prdposed Rule 14a11, possibly with significantly revised triggering conditions.
Only then will come the important stage The legality of proposal Rule 14a-11 depends upon where
courts draw the line between the realm of corporate
governance, regulated primarily by state corporate
law, and the realm of securities regulation, where the
SEC Is the primary regulator.

Not only has this issue of federalism received less
ention, but; as the more astute commentators have
re!co@ked, there is no dearcut bright line that
gkarly divides these two contexts? In this regard.
Section 1Ka) of the Securities &change Act of 1934.
which glves the SEC authority to adopt rules regulating the proxy soIIcltati011 process,.,.a,pp$ulary
Ijr problematic provision because it oes not %&
exclusivelyon disclosure;rather, it confernplatcisSEC
rules regulating procedure in order to grant shareholders a 'fair" right of corporate suffrage.
Clearly,however, the SEC does not possess unlimited authorityunder Section lqa). Rather, as the SEC
painfullylearned in Business RoumftuMe a SEC:whkh
invalidated SEC Rule 19~4,
which had barred %portlng" companies from taldng any corporate acponthat
had the effect of 'disparately redwhga the per share
voting rights of existing common stockholders. the
SEC cannot simply overrule longestablished substantbe rulesof state corporatelaw because they are
inconsldent with a 'falr right of corporate suffrage."'
But the Business Roundtable case does not, itself.
draw a clear cut or carefully analyzed line. It did not
need to. It sawthat Rule 1k-t. which would have precluded the issuance of super-voting stock, or similar
weighted or capped voting schemes,by publicly heid
companies overrode state substantive corporate law
that permitted corporations to issue stock with disparate voting rights.
After the Busmess Roundtable decision, if a confrontation between state and federal law can be
reduced to a conflict between the state's power to
regulate substantive corporate law and the SEC's
power under a basically disclosure-orientedstatute,
a t e law is likely to prevall. This was also the clear
message in the Supreme Court's earlier holding in
Santa Fe Indusmmes,Inc. v. Cn?en.l
But that is not the confrontation involved in the
debate over propo$ed Rule 14a-11. Indeed, the SEC ,
has tried to frame Rule 14a-11as a rule that does not
intrude into the sphere of substantive corporate governance regulated by state law because it applies in
the SEC's words 'only where the company's security holders have an existing, applicable state law right
to nominate a candidate or candidates for election
as director."'
As discussed below, this framing of the issue is
slightly disingenuous.Although state law never p r e
hibits a shareholder from making a director nomination at the annual meeting, state law does permit
bylaws and charter provisions that may qualify or
condition this right in such a way as to make it
impractical to impossible to exercise.
In this Ught, the true issue presented by p r o m
Rule 14a-11 involves the degree to which Section 14(a)

&

permits the SEC to mandate procedures that may conflict with substantive powers that highly flexible
and permissive state laws authorize
managements to ex&
This issue
is far from new, but Rule 14a-11 exacerbates the degree of conflict. Since
1947, Rule 14a-8 has authorized
shareholders to place issues on the
ctirporation's agenda for a vote at
tHe annual shareholders' meeting.
'This is certainly not a disclosure
rule; rather, it is a rule aimed at
mandating procedures to ensure
'fair corporate suffrage." Yet
courts have largely recognized a
private cause of action under Rule
14a-8 by which shareholders may
enforce their rights to make and
v6te on such proposals.'
-To be sure, in the case of Rule
14a-8, the conflict between state
axid federal law is mitigated by the
farts that (i)the shareholder proposals that it authorizes are in
most instances precatory, rather
than mandatory, and (ii) the propdsal must be conSidered a 'prop
er suqject" for a shareholder vote
under state law! In d i t y , Rule 14a11 is largely an appendage - or,
more accurately, a footnote -to
Rule 14a-8, because in a limited
range of cases it simply overrules
the exclusion in Rule 14a-8 that
denies shareholders the ability to
use Rule 14a-8'~procedures to
noininate directors. Rule 14a-11
presents a sharper conflict
between state and federal law, however, because its nominations will
be real, rather than precatory.
This continuity between Rule
14a-8 and proposed Rule 14a-11
implies that judicial analysis and
evaluation of the latter rule should
begin from the point already
reached by courts in evaluating the
former rule. Here, the most notable
fact about Rule 14a-8 is that it is
.not a disclosure rule, but a prwedural rule.
Courts have upheld it on two.
distinct rationales. First, as the
D.C. Circuit said in 1970 in Medical
Committee for Human Rights U. SEC,
'{tJhrough Section 14 of the Act,
Congress has invested the Securities and Exchange Commission
with sweeping authority to regulate the solicitation of corporate
p r o ~ i e sThis
. ~ rationale that Sectiop 14 was intended 'to give true
vltality to the concept of corporate
demo~racy"'~
did not czury the day
in Business Roundtable. but in that
ry piocedures t b agPly. to a n
acknowledged right under state
law, rather, it was seeking to invalidate the substantive power that
existed under state law t o create
supervoting stock

.

That the right of "faircorporate
suffrage" does not extend this far
does not mean that it cannot be
used as the justification for more
limited procedural rights.
Second,the original justification
advanced by the SEC for Rule 14a8 was a disclosure-oriented one
that applies equally to the case of
.
Rule 14a-11.
if a management knows that a
shareholder proposal will be made
at an annual meeting, it k -ably.
mislepding for management to seek
shareholder proxy voting authorlty, without disclosing the proposaf and a fair summary of the
proponent's justifications for the
proposal.I1 By analogy, one can
similarly argue that if management
knows that shareholders will nominate one or more candldates for
the board at the annual meeting,
management should not seek
proxy authority for its own candidates without disclosing these
other candidates and some background data on them.
Qnce it is recognized that the
shareholder already has the right
uhder Rule 14a4 to withhold consent for some or all of management's nominees on management's
proxy, federal law already regulates
the process of voting, and it is but
a short step to extend this procedtiral right to permit the shareMders to vote on that same proxy
@d for the insurgent candidates.
'So viewed, Rule 14a-8 does not
i@vade the province of state law.
simply implements voting
E hts that exist under state law
reconciles them with the SEC's
a n invention. the proxy stateA n t . As Milton Freeman, the
of Rule lob-5 and freantly a critic of the SEC, wrote
long ago as 1957: '[Rule 14a-81
is an almost necessary consequence of the status of the individual shareholder under the laws
of various states of incorporation.
. ..[It] is merely a recognition of
rights granted by state law."*
Indeed, since at least 1940, a
long list of respected commentators have argued that the proxy
rules' underlying procedural goal
was to nive the absent shareholder the.iame rights as were possessed by those shareholders who
could personally attend the meeting."On this basis, Rule 14a-11 is
fully consistent with this general
understanding d the proxy rules,
because it equalize the position
of an absent shareholder with that
of a shareholder who was physically present at the meeting and
who could nominate directors.
Even the Business Roundtable
court acknowledged -albeitln a
grudging and cramped way that

%
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the proxy rules had procedurai
goals beyond disclosure. Specifically, it cited Rule 14a-4@)(2),
which permits the shareholder to
withhold consent from individual
nominees.I4 The recent Disney
annual meeting in which 43 percent
of the shareholders withheld consent from Michael Eisner shows the
force of this provision.
If this obvious distinction
between substance and procedure
is not accepted, then not only does
proposed Rule 14a-11 fail, but s o
also Rules 14a-4, 14a-7. 14a-8 seem
equally vulnerable. If the business
lobbies opposing Rule 14a-11 were
to eviscerate the SEC's proxy rules
to this extent, new Congressional
legislation would become likely
.with unpreiiictable results.
Given the obvious force of this
substancefprocedure distinction,
are there any remaining problems
relating to the legality of proposed
Rule 14a-111In truth, there is an
impbrtant and only implicitly recognized ambiguity in the language
of the proposed Rule.
To understand this, let's begin
with a well-known Delaware decision, Stroud u. Grace," which
upheld charter and bylaw provisions that requited nominees for
directors to be screened by a committee of the board and to pass certain eligibility criteria that required
them to have "substantial experlence in line (as distinct from staff)
positions i n the management of
substantial ~ r i v a t einstitutions."
~lthou~hbelaware
law does not
mandate any such eligibility conditions, it does permit Delaware
corporations to impose them. Proposed Rule 14a-1l(a)(4)provides,
somewhat ambiguously in this
regard, that its right to nominate
directors applies only where
"[alpplicable state law does not
prohibit the registrant's security
hoiders &om nominathg a candidate or candidates for election as
a director."
Does 'applicable state law" here
include charter or bylaw provisions, authorized by Delaware law.
that block shareholder nominations
from being considered by shareholders? Whatever the SEC's uncertain intent in this regard, it seems
likely that the Business Roundtable
court, or any similarly minded
panel, would find a charter provision similar t o that in Stroud u.
Gmce to be a substantive provision
of state law, much like supervoung
stock, that Section 14(a) does not
authorize the SEC to override
This does not mean that the SEC
lacks any counterargument. InSEC
O. Tynsamerica Gorp..' the commission convinced the Third Cir:
cuit that state law could not be
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allowed to frustrate federal regulaHence, the proper balance
tion. There, John Gilbert, the best
between federal and state law
known shareholder activist of his
should be to uphold Rule lW,but
day (or 'gadflyw in the parlance of
subject bylaw or charter obstacles
his time), subrnltted a proposal
to its exercise to a state law test as
that the Transamerica's bylaws be
to their reas~nableness.~
This corn
amended both to provide for the
promise respects federalism, but
annual election of independent
also recognizes that Section 14(a)
auditors by the shareholders and
is more than a simple disclosure
to, repeal a bylaw requiring that
statute.
notice of any bylaw amendment be
contained in the notice of the annu(1) Ruk 14a-11 was proposed In Securltles
al meeting.
'
Exch Act Release N o . W 6 (OR 26.2003)
Predictably.
Transamerica
68 FR 60784 Unda the pmposed ruk. s h a r e
refused to include his proposals in
holders holding 5 w c e n t or more of a now
forelgn. re'por&$
company's stock could
its proxy statement because they
lace nominations for between one and thrk
had not been mentioned in the
hircctors. dep&ding on the size d their cornotice-of the meeting. The District
poration's board, if one of two triggering
(l)35pe~centormonotthe
Court agreed with Transamerica's
voted to withhold
argument, but the Third Circuit - d l o - - - consent
from at kast one of the company's
reversed, accepting the SEC's psiwmlneeekcorIt.doldlrecton8taIiannw
al meetinnd security holders held after Jam
tion that Transamerica's advan6e
1.2004, &@)
a s a & y holder p m p d sub.
notke bylaw could not be used 'as
mmed wrruant to SU:Rule 14a-8 ~roviding
a block or strainer to prevent any
that &company beanne subjecttd M e 1&
11's 'dtrrct access' securltv holder nominaproposal to amend the bylaws,
tion procedure war adoptelby a vote d mom
which it may deem unsuitable, from
than 50 percent d the Mtes cast on the p r e
reaching a vote at an annual meetpoul at an annual meetlng occurring after
Jan 1.2004.Athlrddtanattvcmndltloaabo
ing of stockholder^."^^.
vmmrsed
by the SEC in this same reksse was
Such an insurmountable obstaihai sh&olden adopted a proposal pu;cle, it said. would impermissibly
suant to Rule 14a-8that the comDanv refused
or declined to lmpkwnt The ;tat& of this
'serve to circumvent the Intent of
last triggering conditloo remains uncertain
Congress in enacting the Securities.
izi &&a. smeh& i m i i r n & ~ e d t t W h g h e ~ & e o v aCaws at F'm;ry'contests:
ExchangeA d d 193-4...[,which was]
1992 W. L. Rev. 1071. 1107-1111 (1992);
to require fair opportunity fok the
Roberta Karmel. Qualitative Standiirds for
operation of corporate s ~ f f r a g e . ~ ~ ~
Quallfled Securities: SIX Regulation d Voting
RL*ts. 36 c.tholk U. L Rev 809,814 (1987);
Today, it is debatable, and p r o b
Alan Palmiter. The Shareholder Proposal
ably less likely, that courts would
Ruk: A Failed Expuhcnt in Muit Rcgulatio~
read the intent of Congress in.
45 A l a L Rev. 879 (1994).
0 )905 F. 2d 406 (D.C. Cir. 1990).
enacting Section 14(a) as broadly
(4j M.a 410414.'
a s did the Tmnsamerica court.
(5) 430 US. 462 (1979) (Rule 10b-5 could
Historically, the stronger claim is
not be applied to bar a fully disclosed fidudarybri6ch).
to ascribe to Congress an intent to
(6) See K k e No. 34-48626,68 FR 60784,
place the absent shareholder in the
at 60787. Proposed Rule 14a-ll(a)(l) sets
same wsition as the shareholder
forth this worrbioa.which w m i t s recurttv
hokkr a d G unless-applicable st&
who was present at the meeting. If
hw pmhiMtr the company's sb;urity holdus
so, both shareholders would be
trom nominatinga candidate or candidates
subject to the Tmnsamerica bylaw
as directon. Nokite appears to have enactor the Siroud v. Cmce charter proed such a pmhibition.
0See.cg. Rooseuclt u. EL hrAnl de New
vision.
m w n & Co.. 958 F. 2d 416.41825 (D.C. Cir.
Should this be a cause for alarm?
1992); el. Ramtunan u. M i l Corp.. 739 F. 2d
Not really. Under recent Delaware
205 (6th Cir. 1984) (assuming private right of
action
dsts under Rule 14a-8); Amolgomatdecisions, most notably MM Comed Clothingand Twnlc Workers Union u. WoC
panies v. Liquid Audio,lgit is highly
Mort Stores. Inc.. 821 F. SUDD.
n. 1
- - 877.879
.
<S.D.N.Y. 1993).
unlikely that a sweepingly preemp
(
8
)
See
Rule
l
w
)
Question9
(proposal
tive bylaw, such as that employed
mavbeenMediflt'bnotavnnwsublect
in Transamerica, would pass
for-xtkabysturrhddasuoduGWx01fi;rbmuster with the Delaware courts,
diction d company's organization?.
Q) 432 32E 2d 659,671 @.C. CLr. 1970). vacatwhich today require attempts to
ed as moot. 404U S 403 (1972).
. ,
impede or frustrate the sharehold(10) hi. kt 676.
(11) See lkarhgs on SEC Proxy Rules
er's franchise to satisfy a forbidding
Before the House Corms On Interstate and
, 'compelling justification" test. Nor
FordIpCommsc*mcmg..Ist*.
16s
are corporations likely to rush to
170 (1943). dtedln Staff of Dhr. of Cornrate
Finshce. %curttk. and Exchange ~dmrnisadopt such preemptive bylaws, as
Zd *., REfORT ON CORrim. 96tb
they would likely lower their corPORATEACC
144 O W .
porate governance rankings'with
OZ)*HLltmV.~AnEsUmateof
the newly emerging governance ratthe P r a d c a l Consequences of the Stockholdds FmpodRule, 34U. Det W. 549.549
ing services.
~~
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